Abstract. Iterates of a number-theoretic function, defined by L(n) = <r(n) -(1 + n), are investigated empirically, for n g 106. This search has yielded 9 reduced amicable pairs.
Introduction.
Professor Chowla defined a number-theoretic function, L(n), for n > 1.
(1) L(n) = a(n) -(1 + n)
where a(n) = 22d\« d-That is, L(n) denotes the sum of the divisors of n except n and unity. For n prime, L(ri) = 0. The rth iterate of L(n) is denoted by (2) £,(«) = L(Lr_i(n)); LM = L(n).
Professor Chowla conjectured that the sequence of iterates defined above takes only a finite number of different values, and Nasir [1] verified the conjecture for n ^ 100. Furthermore, he found that the sequence converges to zero except for n = 48, 75 and 92.
Lehmer, in his review [2] of Nasir's paper, defined the pair (48, 75) as amicable, because £(48) = 75 and £(75) = 48. In order to avoid confusion, we shall call these pairs as reduced amicable pairs and the pairs defined by the function S(ri) = o(ri) -n as amicable pairs. In this brief note, we intend to investigate empirically certain properties of £(«) and to provide some evidence for the question whether the number of such reduced amicable pairs is finite.
Results.
For n ^ 105, it was found that there are only 9 reduced amicable pairs. These pairs are given in Table 1 .** If A(n) is the number of reduced amicable pairs of which the smaller number is less than n, then the distribution of A(n) is as follows: A(n) = 1 for n ¿ 102, A(n) = 2 for n ^ 103, A(ri) = 8 for n ^ 104 and A(n) = 9 for n ¿ 105. It is of interest to note that the number of amicable pairs for « g 105 is 13, which is comparable to that found for the reduced amicable pairs.
Regarding the function £r(n) = 0, it was found that in most cases L,(n) = 0 and there are only 2151 values for which the iterates converge to a member of a reduced amicable pair. The frequency with which a given reduced pair is reached while iterating Lr(n) = 0 is given in Table 1 . Out of the total number of 2151 values where Lr(n) 7± 0, for some finite r, the smallest pair (48, 75) is reached 1140 times. The frequency with which these pairs appear decreases rapidly. The frequency for the pair (1050, 1925) is unexpectedly low.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use It would be of interest to find reduced amicable triplets or groups of higher order. A reduced amicable triplet is defined to be a set of three distinct positive integers n, m, p, such that £(«) = m, L(m) = p and L(p) = n. Similarly, groups of higher order are defined. For n ^ 106, there are no triplets or groups of higher order.
Bounds on the Number of Iterations.
For a given r, the smallest values of n, such that Lr(n) = 0, were recorded. A table of such values of n suggest, for any n, 1 g r g c ln(n); c = 3.2 for n ^ 105.
For the purpose of detailed comparison of the function £(«) = a(n) -(1 + n) with S(n) = a(n) -n, it would be of interest to compare the upper bound for the iterations of S(n) such that Sr(ri) = 1. It is known that Sr(n) is bounded for 2 ^ n ^ 275. The verification for higher n is very tedious. For n = 276, Sr(n) = 1, for r > 119 [3] and 5,189(936) = 1. This suggests that the corresponding value of c for the iterations of Sr(n) is considerably higher.
